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Abstract 
van Douwen, E.K., Mild infinite $imensionality of /3X and /?X - X for metrizable X, Topology 
and its Applications 5 1 ( 1993) 93- 108. 
We investigate when /3X or j3X -fX is strongly countable dimensional, or countably dimensional, 
or weakly infinite dimensional @in the sense of Alexandroff or Smirnov) for met&able X. For 
instance, we show that if X is met&able then /3X is s.c.d. (= strongly countable dimensional) 
iff both X and PX -X are s.cr.d. iff every compact subspace of either X or /3X -X is s.c.d. 
iff X has an s.c.d. compact subspace K such that dim Fe a0 whenever F is closed in X and 
misses K. 
Keyhpords: Tech-Stone comp/actification, tech-Stone remainder, metrizable, mildly infinitely 
dimensional. 
AMS (MOS) .TMj Class.: 54D35, 54E35, 54F45. 
1. Introduction 
All spaces considered a$e at least completely regular and Hausdorff. We use X* 
to denote the tech-Stone remainder PX -X of a space X. 
The definition of the dimension function dim, covering dimension, involves 
refinements of open covers, but can be characterized with the use of disjunctions, 
see Section 2. This characterization has suggested two classes of mildly infinite 
dimensional spaces, the A-w.i.d. spaces and the S-w.i.d. spaces (for weakly injnite 
dimensional in the senge of Alexandroff or in the sense of Smirnov), see Section 2, 
where we also give the;definitions of two more classes of mildly i finite dimensional 
spaces, the s.c.d. and the c.d. spaces (for (strongly) countably dimensional). This 
paper essentially is a study of the interaction of disjunctions in X, /3X and X*:. 
The motivation forthis paper is the question, brought to my attention by Ryszard 
Engelking, of whether PK,, where 
K,,, = {x E I.“ (the Hilbert cube): x,, = 0 for all but finitely many n) 
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is cd. (It is known that KtI, has no metrizable c.d. compactification; this was 
announced by Hurewicz in [8], arid proved by Sklyarenko, [El. In fact, Nagami 
and Roberts have shown that K,” does not even have a c.d. completion, [12].) We 
will answer this question in the negative. We will do so by finding necessary and 
sufficient conditions on X for X* or PX to be mildly infinite dimensional, in one 
of the four senses considered, for metrizable X. Our proofs naturally lead to 
additional information. 
Two questions, relevant for our work, are the following 
Question 1.1. If X is compact (or normal) and c.d., is X A-w.i.d.? (Without normal 
the answer is no. W&h hereditarily normal the answer is yes.) 
Question 1.2. Is every closed subspace of a compact (or normal) c.d. space again 
c.d.? (With hereditarily normal the answer is yes.) 
It would help if the answers were yes, but we expect no. At any rate, we manage 
to prove our results without knowing the answers. 
2. Conventions 
As usual, o denotes oo. A set indexed with the elements of an index set I (which 
might be o or a finite ordinal) will be called an I-sequence and will be denoted by 
expressions like (xi)ic /. But an I-sequence of ordered pairs will be denoted by an 
expression like (A;, S,),, /, rather than ((A,, B,));, I. 
An o-sequence (A;),, I of subsets of a space X will be called closed discrete 
( relafivelv discrete) if every x E X (every x E Ui A,) has a neighborhood which I 
intersects Ai for at most one i < w. An w-sequence (a,),. (I) of points will be called 
closed discrete (relatively discrete) if ( {a,] ) ito is. 
We usually denote cl s and cIB.\., the closure operators in X and PX, by cl and 
Cl. Similar conventions apply to the interior operator. 
3. Disjunctions and mildly infinite dimensional spaces 
There is a characterization of dim which involves partitions. If A and R are 
subsets of a space X, a (necessarily) closed subset L of X is called a partition 
between A and B if there are disjoint open U, V with A c U, B s V and U u V = 
X - L. We find it inconvenient to have to work with L and V and V, so we reformulate 
the concept as follows 
ir it? , a) is a pair of subsets of X, then (S, T> is called a separation of 
(A,B)i~Sand Tareclosed,andAnT=fl=SnB,andSuT=X. 
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Furthermore, an a-sequence (S;, ‘c),. ,@ is said to be a disjunction of the a-sequence 
(A;, &),. ,I if 
(S;, 7;) is a separation of (A;, I?,) (i < (Y), and nj. II (Si n 7;) = 8. 
The following characterization of dim, [3, 7.2.151, was proved by Eilenberg and 
Otto for separable metrizable spaces, [2], and by Hemmingsen for normal spaces, 
[ 61. We will use this result without explicit reference. 
Theorem 3.1. Let n 2 0, and let X be a ( normal) space. Then dim X s n (f and only 
if every (n + 1 )-sequence of pairs of disjoint zero-sets (closed sets) can be disjointed 
by an ( n + 1 )-sequence of pairs of zero-sets (closed sets). 
This theorem has suggested two forms of w.i.d. (= weakly infinite dimensional) 
spaces: A space X is called A-w.i.d. if for every o-sequence (A,, I?;);. C1) of pairs of 
disjoint zero-sets in X there is an m-sequence (S;, &)i. w of pairs of zero-sets which 
is a disjunction of (Ai, B;)i. (I), and is called S-w.i.d. if for every w-sequence (Ai, Bi)i. W 
of pairs of disjoint zero-sets in X there are an m c o and an m-sequence (Si, 7;)i. ,,, 
of pairs of zero-sets which is a disjunction of (A,, B,)i. ,,,. 
Remark 3.2. If X is normal (respectively, normal and countably paracompact) hen, 
as in Theorem 3.1, one can replace “zero-set” by “closed set” in the definition of 
S-w.i.d. (respectively, of A-w.i.d.). Therefore we will occasionally say that a certain 
m-sequence has a disjunction without specifying if the disjunction is an m-sequence 
of zero-sets or an m-sequence of closed sets since that will be clear from the context 
or is irrelevant. 
Remark 3.3. An S-w.i.d. space is A-w.i.d. since every pair (A, S) of disjoint zero-sets 
has a separation (S, r) consisting of a pair of zer+sets. This also shows that if 
(Ai, Bi)i.. ,,, has no disjunction, then neither has (Ai, Bi),. ,,, for 0~ n s m. 
We next define s.c.d. spaces, c.d. spaces and w.c.d. spaces. A spas< is called 
(strongly) countable dimensional if it is the union of some at most countable family 
of (closed) finite dimensional in the sense of dim subspaces. A space is called weakly 
countable dimensional if it can be embedded tn a space that is the union of some 
at most countable family of A-w.i.d. subspaces. (We point out that we do not require 
the subspaces to be normal in the definition of c.d.; since a nonnormal X can have 
a closed A c_ X (which can even be a zero-set) with dim A > dim X, [ 141, this explains 
Question 1.2 of the Introduction.) 
The advantage of w.c.d. is that it is formally weaker than the other four forms of mild 
infinite dimensionality. Indeed, clearly the following diagram holds: 
S-w.i.d. - A-w.i.d. 
L 
w.c.d. 
f 
s.c.d. --+ cd. 
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Observe that a compact space is S-w.i.d. iff it is A-w.i.d. This fact and the diagram 
will be used without explicit reference. 
We will also need the following two results; we would not be surprised if (a) and 
(b) of Theorem 3.4 are known already. 
Theorem 3.4. (a) A normal space is A-w.i.d. if (and only &f) it is the union of a I e. 
countable collection of closed A-w.i.d. subspaces. 
(b) A hereditarily normal countably paracompact space is A-w.i.d. if (and only if) 
it is the union of a countable family of A-w.i.d. subspaces. 
(c) A hereditarily normal compact space is A-w.i.d. if ( and only if) it is w.c.d. 
Lemma 3.5. Let X be a compact subspace qf a space Y which admits a countable cover 
% by A-w.i.d. subspaces. If X c cl,+ C far each C E %?9 then X is A-w.i.d. * 
Joint proof. Since we can split CI) into countably many infinite pairwise disjoint subsets, 
a moments reflection shows that the followi.rg is a common generalization (cf. Remark 
32) . . 
(*i Let X be a C*-embedded subspace of a space Y. Let C be an A-w.i.d. 
subspace of Y. Assume that 
(I) X is hereditarily normal, or 
(II) X is normal and C n X is closed in X, or 
(III) xc: cl,C. 
If (Ai, B& w is any o-sequence of pairwise disjoint zero-sets in X, then we 
can find simultaneously a separation (Si, Ti) of (Ai, BJ in X for i E cr) such 
that C nni. cI) (Si n r) = fl, where in the case (II) Si and T, are zero-sets in 
X 
Let Xi Y, C are (A,, BJi I cL) be as in (*). Since X is C*-embedded in Y, there is 
an w-sequence (A:, B:),. ar) of disjoint pairs of zero-sets in Y such that 
Ai c int,*Ai and Bj c int,B:, for i E cw. 
Let (S:, T&. a0 be a disjunction in C of (C n AI, C n Bi)i. tI) consisting of pairs of 
zero-sets of C, and define Sy and Ty by 
S:‘=Xncl,# and T:‘=XnclpeTi, for iEW. 
Since Af and B: ard neighborhoods of Ai and Big respectively, and Ai n Tj = Sin 
B: = ii), we have 
(1) AinTy=SYnBi=fl,foriEo. 
We clearly also have 
(2) Cnni. ,(Syn Tr)=fl. 
Case 1: X c cl J. 
We claim that (S:l, Ty) is a separation of (Ai, Bi), for i E W. Clearly S:’ u Ty = X, 
since S:uT:=C, for i<w. Also, for i<o, AicSy and BiE Ty by (1). 
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Case 2: Either ( I) or ( I I) holds. 
Qefine 
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&=A;u((XnC)-Tr), and Bn=Biu((XnC)-Sr), for i<w. 
Since (X n C) - Tr C_ Sy and (X n C) - Sl c Ty, we see from (1) that 
(cl,A:!)nB~=fl=A:!ncl,B~, for i<o, 
for each S: and Ty is closed in X. in the case (I), since X is hereditarily normal, 
A:! and &’ have disjoint open neighborhoods Ui and Vi in X, for i < w. If (II) holds, 
then we observe that S:C n C = S: n X and T:l n C = T: n X are G8’s in C n X, and 
CnX is closed in X, so that A:’ and B:( are &subsets of the normal space X. 
Thus A!: and By have disjoint cozero-set neighborhoods Ui and E in X (note t 
every two separated &subsets of a normal space are contained in disjoint cozero- 
sets). 
In both cases, using the Ui and v we define our Si and T by 
Si=X-&, and K=X-LJi, fori<w. 
Then clearly (Si, 7J is a separation of (Ai, Bi) for i < w and 
Cn n (Sin K)E Cn n (Syn Tr)=fl. 
i- co itw 
This concludes the proof. Cl 
4. Statement of results 
Our interest is in mild infinite dimensionality of X* and PX for metrizable X. 
Our proofs do not use the full strength of metrizability. We now define the class of 
spaces for which most of our proofs work; in two theorems, Theorems 4.7 and 4.8, 
we need additional information like perfect normality. 
Definition. A space X is said to be pLa if it 
(=X* is Lindeliif). 
We recall that the property of being 
characterization. 
is paracompact and Lindeliif at infinity 
Lindeliif at infinity has an internal 
4.0. X is Lindeliif at infinity if every compact subset of X is included in a compact 
subset of X that has countable character (in X), [7, 3.63. 
In particular, metriaable spaces are Lindeltif at infinity, [7, 3.7) 
Our results about X* use the condition that X be pL in an essential way since 
they are not true if X is only normal and normal at infinity, see ?&xtion 8. We did 
not try to weaken our conditions on X. 
in with pointin out the followin result, vtslid for ~1% X.
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Theorem 4.1. PX is S-w.i.d. if X is. 
As a corollary to the proof we obtain the following known result anew. 
Theorem 4.2. dim PX = dim X. 
If X is pL00, we have the following additional information. 
Theorem 4.3. If X is pL00, then the following are equivalent: 
(a) dim /3X s n; 
(b) dim C< n whenever C is a compact subspace sf X or of X*; 
(c) dim X s n. 
There is an analogous result for dim X*. 
Theorem 4.4. lf X is pL00, then the following are equivalent: 
(a) dim X* s n; 
(b) dim C s n whenever C is a compact subspace of X*; 
(c) there is a compact K G, Y such that dim F 6 n whenever F is closed in X and 
misses K. 
We now proceed to the study of mild infinite dimensionality of PX and X*. Our 
results follow the pattern of Theorems 4.3 and 4.4, but have some unexpected twists. 
Theorem 4.5. lj X is pL00, then the ,following are equivalent: 
(a) X* is s.c.d.; 
(a’) X* is cd.; 
(a”) X* is A-w.i.d.; 
(a”‘) X* is w.c*d.; 
(b) every compuct sub.rpuce o#‘X* is sxd.; 
(b’) every compact sub.Tpace of X * is cd.; 
(b”) every compact subspace 03’ X * is A-w.i.d.; 
(b”‘) avet compact subspace of X * is wx.d,; 
(b”) dim 6 C Oc whenever C i.e a compwt subspace qf X*; 
(c) there is a compact K G X such that dim F +JC whene1per F iss clo,9ed in X atid 
misses K ; 
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Theorem 4.7. !fX is pLm and If every compact subset of X is a G,, then the following 
are equivalent : 
( a ) p X is s. c. d. ; 
(a’) both X and X * are s.c.d.; 
(b) ever)’ compact subspace qf X or sf X* is s.c.d.; 
(c j rhere is a compact s.c.d. K c X such that dim F < 00 whenever F is closed in 
X and misses K. 
( Note that in . fact ever)? compact subspace of X * isjkite dimensional by Theorem 4.5.) I 
We point out that X is Lindelaf at infinity and has the property that compact 
sets are G,$‘s iff every compact subset has countable character. 
Theorem 4.8. If X is pL00 and perfectly normal, then the following are equivalent: 
(a) PX is c.d.; 
(a’) both X and X” are c.d.; 
(b) every compact subset of X or of X* is c.d.; 
(c) there is a compact c.d, K c X such that dim F < 00 whenever F is closed in X 
and misses K. 
(Again: in &fact every compact subspacc qf X+ will be *finite dimensional. ) 
Theorem 4.9, If X is ~LoQ, then the following are equivalent: 
(a) /3X is S-w.i.d.; 
(b) every compact subspace of X or of X * is S-w. i. d.; 
(c) there is a compact S-wJ.d. K E X such that dim F c 00 whenever F is closed in 
X and misses K; 
(cl) X is S-w.i.d. 
(f X is hercditarijy normal, these conditions are also equivalent to: 
(a’) /3X is w.c.d.; 
(b’) every compact sotbspace of X or qf X* is w.c.d. 
owkct (but with g sli tly diflcrcnt nstation) we dcfinc the lscal di- 
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Fact 5.1. lf X is parucompact, then dim X = locdim 
Fact 5.2. Let X be paracompact, and assume 
F= (NE X: locdim,X> II j 
is nonempty. Note that F is closed. 
(a) dim F> n. 
(b) locdim,F> n for all XE E 
71 Proof. (a): This is an obvious modification of [ 1, 3. I J. 
(b): This requires ;in obvious modification of the proof of [ 1, 3.71. 0 
6. Proofs 
Proof of Theorem 4.1. First assume X is S-w.i.d. Let (A, Bi)i<, be an o-sequence 
of pairs of disjoint closed sets in PX. There is an w-sequence (A:, B:)+, of pairs 
of disjoint zero-sets in PX such that 
AicintAi and B,c,int B: (i<o). 
There is for some m < 00 an m-sequence (S;, 7&,,,, of pairs of zero-sets in X which 
is a disjunction of (X n A:, X n B&. ,,,. One easily checks that (Cl Si, Cl 7;)i<r,,, is
a disjunction of (CI(X n Al), CI(X n Bi))i. ,,,. But clearly 
&zCI(XnA:) and Bi~CI(XnB:) (Mm), 
hence (Cl Si, Cl 7;)i. ,), is a disjunction of (A,, BJ;. ,)#. 
The proof that X is S-w.i.d. if PX is, is a straightforward consequence of the fact 
that disjoint zero-sets in X have disjoint closures in PX, hence we omit it. Cl 
Proof of Theorem 4.2. Similar as above. 0 
Proof of Theorem 4.3. (a)*(b); Obvious. 
(b)+(c): Because of Fact 5.1 it suffices to show that 
K =(~EX: locdim,X>n} 
is empty. Suppose not. Then dim K > n by Fact 5.2(a), hence K is not compact by 
(Is), hence is not countably compact, being paracompact. So there is an infinite 
closed discrete subset D of X with locdim,X > n for x E D. We will show in Lemma 
7.2 that this implies the existence of a compact C E X* with dim C > n. This 
contradicts (b). Hcncc K=8, as claimed, 
(a): Theorem 4.2. 
Cl 
since .X is denss in /3X and since X is norm I. It fofbws from Theorem 4.2 that 
dim Ct U s n, for 
Since X* is Lindeliif, so is each X* nCI U, and therefore 
dim (X*nCI U)s n, for UE 
To see this recall that a LindelGf space is strongly paracompact ( = every open cover 
has a star-finite open refinement), [to], or [ 13, 5.3.1 I], and Morita has shown that 
dim S s dim T if S is a strongly paracompact subspace of a space T, [IO], or [ f 1, 
11.15). 
It now follows from the countable sum theorem for dim that dim x*< 11 Cl 
Proof of Theorem 4.5. (a)*(a’)+(a”‘)* fb”‘), and (a)~(b)~(b’)~(b”‘), and 
(a”)+a”‘), and (b”)+(b”‘): Obvious 
(a)*(a)‘) and (b)+(b”): Theorem 3.4. 
(b”‘)+d): This we will prove in Lemma 7.2. 
(d)+(c): Define 
K = {x E X: locdim,X = 00). 
Then K is compact by (d) since it is closed in X, hence is paracompact. Suppose 
there is a closed F in X which misses K but has dim F = XL Since locdim,Fs 
locdim,X < 00 for x E F+ there is an w-sequence (x(n)),,. W in F with x(n) Z x(k) 
for distinct n, k E w and locdim,, ,I, F > n, hence locdim,, ,, ,X > n, for n E w. Then 
every limit point of (x(n) ) n must belong to K, but F is closed and misses K, so (-y( 11) >N 
is a closed discrete sequence. This contradicts (d ). 
(c)a(a) and (c)*(b”): As in the proof of (c)+(a) in the proof of Theorem 44, 
there is a countable open family % in PX such that 
X*&J%, and dim(PnC1 U)<OO for UE%. 
This implies (a), and also (b”), becuse if C c X* is compact, then C c U”fr for some 
finite 9% 42, hence dim C < 00 because of the finite sum theorem for dim. 
(b”)+(b): Obvious. i2 
Proof of Theorem 4.6. (a)=+(c): For it E w define 
K, = (XE X: locdim,X > n}. 
It suffices to show that some K,, is compact, cf. the proof of (b)*(c) in the proof 
of Theorem 4.4. Suppose not. Since each K,, is closed in the normal space X, we 
have Cl K, = PK,. As locdim,K,, > n for x E K,, by Fact 5,2(b), we see from Theorem 
4.4 or Lemma 7.2 that there is a compact C,I c X* n Cl K,, wit 
Now consider K = n,, K,,. Then K is compact because of the implication 0 “)* 
(d) of Theorem 4.5. This implication also shows that 
for every neighborhood U of K in X there is an vt ;“- w such rPrat 
hence 
every neighborhood of K in /3X includes all but fi~~~~~~~ k~~~~~~) C’,,. 
Since the C,, are closed in PX, being compact, it follows that t 
I e w such that Ck n C,l = 0 for distinct k, n E I, and then ( C,Jt, I is 
sequence of closed sets in PX - K, hence also in X*, Hens 
in X”, so if X* is S-w.i.d., then so is S. But S is the topo 
and dim C,* > n for n E u, hence S is not S-w.i.d., since I is i 
[15, Lemma 23. 
(c)_“(b)*(a’): Theorem 4.4. 
(a’)*(a): Obvious. Cl 
Proof of Theorem 4.7. (a)*(b): Obvious. 
(a’)*(c) and (b)=+(c): In both cases X* is s.c.d. by Theorerrl 
is a compact K in X such that dim F c=:~ whenever F is close1 
K, again by Theorem 4.5. In both cases K is s.c.d. 
(c)_(a) and (c)*(b): Let K be as in (c). The proof of (~1 b “*I 
Theorem 4.4 shows that there is a countable open family UU in ~_i; 
X*cU%9andKnU021= 0,andeachofcl(XnU),CI ;IandX*nCI U 
is finite dimensional, for U E $!k 
Hence X* is s.c.d., and in order to show that both X and /3X are s.c.d. OE suffices 
to show that the compact subset L = /3X -U% of X is s.c.d. Indeed, K is s.c.d., 
and L- K is an &subset of L since K is a GA in X, so L - K is the union of 
countably many closed (in L) subsets which are finite dimensional since they miss 
K* cl 
Proof of Theorem 4.8. (a’)+(a): Obvious. 
(a)=+(b): Clearly X* is w.c.d., hence every compact subspace of X* is cd. by 
Theorem 4.5. In order to show that every compact subspace of X is cd. it suffices 
to show that 
dim( C I*? Y)s dim Y for all Y C, j3X and compact C G X. 
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Indeed, if C&I\ is compact, then it is hereditarily Lindeliif since it is perfectly 
normal, hence if Y G PX then dim(C n Y&dim Y since dim is monotone on 
strongly paracompact subspaces, cf. the proof of (c)*(a) in the proof of Theorem 
44 . l 
(b)*(c) and (c)*(a’): This requires but an obvious change in the proofs of 
(b)_“(c) and (c)*(a’) in the proof of Theorem 4.7. Cl 
Proof of Theorem 4.9. (a)*(b)*(b’) and (a)a(a’)*(b’): Obvious. 
(b)+(c) and (b’)_(c) (for suitable X ): By Theorem 4.5 there is a compact K e X 
such that dim Fc 00 whenever F” is r:Cased in X and misses K. Clearly K is S-w.i.d. 
if (b) holds. If we only know \b’ E, %hen ?e assume that K is hereditarily normal, 
hence thrzn K is S-w.i.d. by Thesr 
~ci=~+U:. (We include this npleteness sake.) Let K be as in (c). Let 
be MI ~m~eq~~~~~~~ g$ disjoint closed subsets of X. We apply 
There is an IV %Z nil) such that l K v”r Ai, K n Bi)i. rpl has a disjunction in K. Hence 
by Lemma 7.1 thefts is n open W in X with W 3 K, and for each i <: m there is 3 
separation (S,, r,h CI~ (A;, Bi) in X such that 
Then dim(X - W) = n for some n <f CC). So by repeating the above procedure we find 
At~ open W” in Jnr’ with X - W c W’ (but which we do not really need) and for each 
is n we find a separation (S ,,,.” +i, T,P, t i) of (A,,+ I9 I&,,+;) such that 
Then (Si9 T>i- 111 t II is a disjunction of (Ai, Bi)i- tt1 _trl. 
(d)=+(a): Theorem 4.1. Cl 
7. High dimensional subsets of X* 
In this section we show that X* is high dimensional if X is high dimensional in 
an infinite closed discrete set. We begin with an easy 
Lemma 7.1. Let X be normal and let K be closed in X. lf (Ai, Bi)i. n, is an m-sequence 
of pairwise disjoint closed sets in X such that (K n Ai, K n Bi)i. nr has Q disjunction 
in K, then there is an open W 2 K in X and for each i C= m there is a separation (Si, q) 
of (Ai, Bi) in S such that 
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Proof. Let (S: 9 T&,., nl be a disjunction in K of (K n Ai, K A Bi)i, 1r1o F r i c m define 
A:=AiuSJ and B:= B~u Ti. 
Then 
AinBi=AinBi=@, fori<m, and f7 (AjnB:)=(3. 
i 9 01 
Since Y is normal, it follows that there is an m-sequence (C’i, Di)i. Jn of pairs of 
closed sets such that 
Ais int Cig Bicint Di (Xm); 
and 
n (Gin Di)=$. 
in I?) 
We define W and our Si and r by 
VI/= n (int Ciuint Di)9 
i l : na 
Si=Ciq and &=Diu(X- W-int Ci). 
It is left to the reader to check that this works. Cl 
Lemma 7.2. Let X be o normal space. 
(&I I$ {x G X: locdim.,X > n is not countff&l~~ compact, then X* has a compact } 
subsp~~~~ C with dim C => n.
(b) ~the~e is a closed discrete o-sequence (x(n)),. W in X such that locdim,, II ,X > n 
for n E CSC), then X* has a compact subspace that is not w.c.d. 
Proof, We prove (b), the proof of (a) is easier. Let (G,,),,. (I) be a closed discrete 
w-sequence of closed sets in X such that .u( n) E int G,, for ~ECI). As Cl G,, =/En 
since X is normal, we see from Theorem 4.2 that dim Cl Go =dim G,, a 
locdim %(n]X > n. Put 
F, = (x E Cl G,: locdim_,Cl G,, > n}. 
Then F,, 7s 8 by Fact 5,1, hence 
(1) locdim,l=;, >n for all x E I$, for n E o. 
Claim 1. (F,,),, is a relatively discrete sequence in PX. 
Claim 2. a<U, F,,)=CI u,, Ffl. 
Joint proof. A moments reflection shows that it suffices to prove the following: 
(*) iff;, : K1 + [0, I] is continuous for each n E CC) then there is a continuous function 
f: PX -) [0, l] which extends each ,I;,. 
So let fm :F” -b [0,1] be continuous for each n 0. Since & is closed in the compact 
set Cl G,, we can find a continuous g,, :CI G,, +[O, 11 which extends J, for each 
n E W. Since (C,),, is a closed discrete sequence of closed sets in X the set G = U,, G,, 
is closed in X and the function g: G -) [0, 11 defined by 
8 = u gn t G, 
n 
is well defined and is continuous. The function g admits an extension to a continuous 
f: @X + [0, I ], for every closed subspace of the normal space X is C*-embedded 
in /3X. Clearly f is as required. 
We now define Y = U, F,,. Then Y* is (homeomorphic to) a closed subset of 
X* since 
Xn Y*EX~ n Cl u G,,= n U G,,=@ 
kE:o n:-k Af w I8 -h 
Therefore it remains to show that Y* is not w.c.d. We need the following 
Sublemma. Let K be compact. Suppose that 
(a) every nonempty G8 in K has a nonempty interior, 
(b) aen’ nonemnpty open subset in K has a compact subspace that is not S-w.i.d. I 
Then K is not w.c.d. 
Proof of Sublemma. Suppose K is w.c.d. Let L be a space with K as a subspace 
which can be written as U, Lk, with each Lk in A-w.i.d. subspace of L. With 
recursion on k < o choose nonempty open sets U, in K such that for each k < o 
either Uk n Lk =@ or U, n Lk is dense in U,, and U, zcIxUk+, . 
Then n, U, is nonempty, hence so is I = intK n, Uk, by (a). Clearly 
either I n Lk = 0 or I n Lk is dense in I, for k E ~1). 
It follows from Lemma 3.5 that every compact subspace of I is S-w.i.d. This 
contradicts (b). 
We complete the proof by showing that (a) and (b) hold for K = Y*. One can 
prove that (a) holds the same way one proves that (a) holds for K = o*, cf. [5, 
63.71. Alternatively, consult 114, Lemma 3.11. 
Now let U be a nonempty open subset of Y*. There is an open subset V in /3Y 
such that 
UnV#@, and (Cl V)n(Y*-U)=@, 
i.e., 
y*nccI vc u. 
We will prove that Y* n Cl V is not S-w.i.d. The set 
J={nEw Vn F, #a} 
must be infinite, for otherwise Cl V = CI( Y n V) does not intersect Y’.. Hence (1) 
allows us to choose an (n + I&sequence (A,,,;, B,Jie ,, of pairs of disjoint closed sets 
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in F, n Cl V which has no disjunction in F, n Cl V, for n E .I. Define 
Ai s U( A,i: n E J, n 2 i), 
and 
B,=c{A,,i: nE,4, nai}, for i<o. 
Then Ai P Bi = 0, SO Cl Ai n C1 Bi = 0, for i < o, since Y is normal. Therefore 
(Y*nCi Vr\Cf Ai, Y*nCi VnCi Bi)ic., 
is an o-sequence of disjoint pairs of closed sets of C n Cl V. We claim that for no 
m < o the first 111 terms of this o-sequence have a disjunction in Y* n Cl K Suppose 
our claim is false. Then by Lemma 7.1 there is an open W in PY with 
Y*nCi VE W, 
and there is for some nt <o an m-sequence (Si, K)i. #,, such that 
: > is a separation i  /IY of (PI,, B,), for i< 111. 
and Wn fl (&A T,)=0. 
ictn 
Since 
Y*nCi V=n(pU- U E,)nCi V, 
and the F,, are open in& by Ciiym 1, there is a k < o such that (PY -Unsl; F,,)n 
Cl VSG W, hence there is a k > m such that Fk Al W. But then (Fk n Si, Fk n T)iq ,,, 
is a disjunction of (A”,i, B,,.i)is ,,,, which is impossible by Remark 3.3. Therefore 
Y* P&I V is not S-w.i.d., as desired. This completes the proof that (b) holds, for 
K = P. q 
8. The example 
The following example shows that in our results about X* the condition that X 
be pLm cannot be weakened to the condition that X be normal and normal at 
infinity (except for the question of when X* is w.c.d.). 
Exampk 8.1. There is a normaf space X with dim X = 0 such that X* is normal 
but not A-w.i.d. 
Proof. Let H denote the modification A( I”) of the Hilbert cube I” as described 
in Lemma 7.1 of [ 161. The space If has the same underlying set as I” while moreover 
( 1) H is normal, sountably paracompact, locally compact and locally countable, 
(2) the topology of H is finer than the usual topology T on I”, 
(3) if (F). , ,+ is any sequence of closed sets in H such that Ini, w FiJ < C, then 
the set ni-7, cl,Fi is countable. 
We will check that the space H is not A-w.i.d. Since I” is not A-w.i.d., there exists 
an o-sequence (Ai, Bi)i, ()I of pairs of disjoint closed subsets of I” such that if 
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(C,, 0,) is ;a separation of (Ai, B,) for every i< o, then the set n,. (u (C, n 0,) is 
uncountabie. For each i < o, let U, and Vi be open subsets of I” containing A, and 
Bi, respectively, such that cl& ncl,b( =v). If a pair (Si, T,) is a separation of 
(cl,C’,, cl&,) in If, then the pair (cl,& cl,T,) is a separation of (A,, Bi) in 1”. Thus 
the set Dali, w (ClSi n&F) is uncountable, hence, by (3), ni. o (Si A T) #V, and 
(Si, T) ik not a disjunction of the sequence (cl,U,, Cl,V,)i. GI) in H. This shows that 
H is not A-w.i.d. 
Let #tH = H u (00) be the one-point compactification. Given an ordinal (which is . 
identified with the set of smaller ordinals) the order topology. A minor modification 
of th& proof that PO, = ~,+lshowsthat~(w,xK)={o,+l)~K foreverycompact 
spa& K, hence if 
tven /3x= (co, + I ) x CUH, hence X* and H are homeomorphic. It follows that .&‘* is nor- 
mal but not A-w.i.d. 
It remains to show that X is normal and dim X = 0. First note that ind cuH = 0 
because of (a). As also ind(w, + 1) = 0 it follows that ind flX = 0, hence dim PX = 0 
since PX is compact, hence dim X = 0 by Theorem 4.2. 
Next, let F and G be disjoint closed subsets of X. Since ind X = 0 and (0, + 1) x 
(00) is a compact subspace of X, one can find two disjoint clopen subsets U and 
V in X with 
(01+1)x(~)C Uu V, and Fn V= UnG=@. 
Since (w, + 1) x {a} is compact and ind clrff = 0 we can find a clopen W in aH with 
OOE W such that 
Xn(o,+l)x Wc Uu K 
Then M = aH - W is a compact subspace of cuH which is metrizable, being count- 
able. Hence w1 x M is normal since ol is countably (para)compact and normal. 
(There also is a short proof which uses the fact that M is countable.) Henbe 
F n ol x M and G n wI x M have disjoint neighborhoods U' and V' in o1 x M. As 
M is clopen in aH, it follows that 
(Un(w,+l)XW)uU' and (Vn(w,+l)XW)df' 
are disjoint neighborhoods of F and G. Cl 
Remark 8.2. If we assume CH then the space H we used above can be taken to be 
perfectly normal, in particular hereditarily normal. Compare with Theorem 3.4(c). 
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Remarks by the referees 
The definition of A-w.i.d. and S-w.i.d. spaces given in this paper involving zero-sets 
and valid for all Tychonoff spaces is different from the classical one saying that a 
normal space X is A-w.i.d. (S-w.i.d.) if for every o-sequence (Ai, B,)i. w of pairs 0; 
disjoint closed subsets of X there is an o-sequence (Si, T,)i. w which is a disjunction 
of (Ai, Bi),. tI) (there are m <w and an m-sequence (S,, T,)i. ,,, which is a disjunction 
of (A,, Bi),. J. One easily sees that both definitions cf S-w.i.d. spaces are equivalent 
in the realm of normal spaces. It is not known, if the same is true in the case of 
A-w.i.d. spaces (cf. K. Yamada, Mapping and product theorems for infinite- 
dimensional spaces, Glas. Mat. 23 (43) (1988) 193-202). The first draft of this paper 
contained a gap: the author stated that, similarly as in the case of finite dimension, 
his definition of A-w.i.d. spaces is equivalent to the classical one for all normal 
spaces. As surmised by the author, Theorem 3.4(b) follows from a theorem of 
LevSenko in his paper On strongly infinite-dimensional spaces, Vestnik Moskov. Univ. 
Ser. Mat. 5 ( 1959 ) 2 19-228 (in Russian )? where also counterparts ofTheorems 3.4(a) 
and 4.1 for the classical notion of A-w.i.d. and S-w.i.d. spaces were proved (in the coun- 
terpart of Theorem 3.4(a) the countable paracompactness of X is assumed). 
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